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Customers afford less authority to male managers in jobs associated with women, says Professor Laura

Doering (https://www.mcgill.ca/desautels/laura-doering) of the Desautels Faculty of Management, McGill

University.



When men fill male-stereotyped roles, they experience high levels of authority. In female-stereotyped

roles, they experience significantly less. By comparison, women experience similar levels of authority in

male- and female-stereotyped roles.



Professor Doering, together with Professor Sarah Thébaud

(http://www.soc.ucsb.edu/faculty/sarah-th%C3%A9baud) of UC Santa Barbara, evaluated the repayments of

clients at a microfinance bank to reach these conclusions. They began by evaluating missed payments when

clients were paired with male or female managers.



Doering says: “Overall, clients were more likely to miss payments with female managers than male

managers. This finding is consistent with previous research showing that people tend to afford more

authority to male managers.”



Then, the researchers examined clients’ repayments when they were arbitrarily switched to managers of

the same or a different gender than their first manager.



Clients who initially linked the role of loan manager to women were more likely to miss payments to their

second manager.



Doering says: “The gender of a client’s first loan manager could lead them to stereotype the job as

either masculine or feminine, which helps us to understand the way they behave with their second manager.

We found that clients who were originally paired with female managers continued to miss more payments

even after being transferred to a second manager, regardless of that manager’s gender. This suggests

that once individuals associate a job with a particular gender, it can influence how they behave towards

the next person who fills the role.”



The researchers also found that male managers experience different levels of authority when they fill

male- or female-typed roles. Men enjoyed high levels of authority when filling a role previously filled

by another man, but low levels of authority when filling a role previously occupied by a woman. For

female managers, the gender-type of the role had little effect on their authority.



“This finding suggests that men may experience an authority penalty when they work in jobs associated

with women, and may also help explain why men have resisted entering female-typed jobs.”



The authors suggest two actions that employers can take to combat this kind of gender bias. First,

high-level managers could make public endorsements to bolster the authority and capabilities of

individuals who are working in roles that are likely to be discounted on the basis of gender stereotypes.

Second, employers might use more standardized criteria for the performance of both managers and the
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people who work for them—a strategy which has been shown to mitigate bias. 



For more information, please contact Natalie Bishop of BlueSky PR on (+44) 1582 790 709 or at

natalie@bluesky-pr.com
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